
All the stuff that makes you glad to be a cyclist

One 
for the 

road
With its new R+1, Vielo 

aims to convince us that 
1x gearing is the way 

forward for road bikes P
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Vielo R+1 New gear

ake a quick glance at 
British brand Vielo’s 
new R+1 and you’ll 
notice it stands out 
from an increasingly 

homogenous road bike crowd. There’s 
no front derailleur, and those kinked 
seatstays are radical, but the differences 
don’t stop there. 

‘We wanted to make something 
ahead of the curve, and really focus on 
what customers riding the R+1 would 
need – leave race bike features for the 
pros,’ says Ian Hughes, one half of Vielo. 
His son Trevor is the other half, and 
between them they have many years of 
experience in the bike industry. They’re 
used to having their fingers on the pulse 
of current and future road bike trends.

‘Being a small, boutique outfit 
means we can respond to advances 
in technology with great agility,’ 
says Hughes. ‘For example, in the 
development phase of the R+1 we did 
a lot of research into where groupsets 
were going. So although it hadn’t been 
released then, we knew 12-speed from 
Sram was coming, which for us meant 
that a 1x-specific road bike became  
a realistic option.’

That could be seen as a loaded 
comment, because the R+1 has a 
predecessor in the 1x road bike niche  
– 3T’s Strada. That bike blazed the  
trail for 1x gearing on road bikes and 
contains a lot of innovative features 
that have won it many fans. Yet it has 
also courted controversy with pros, 

who found it hard to adjust to the bigger 
jumps between gears.

‘The R+1 differs from the Strada in a 
couple of pertinent ways,’ says Hughes. 
‘Twelve-speed hadn’t been released 
when the Strada came to market and the 
R+1 hasn’t been designed for pro riders.’

The R+1 has been produced to work 
specifically with Sram’s Red and Force 
eTap AXS groupsets. On Sram’s 10-33 
cassettes, the bottom six gears have 
one tooth gaps between them and 
Hughes sees the jumps higher up the 
cassette as sensibly spaced, too.

‘To complement that we offer a 
proprietary chainring in six size options 
and give the rider a second one as part 
of the purchase, which works on our own 
crank or Sram’s. There just isn’t any 

Vielo R+1 UD, £9,999, 
vielosports.com

gearing compromise with the R+1,’ says 
Hughes. ‘Plus there will be even less fuss 
if 12-speed comes from Shimano and 
Campagnolo produces a 1x groupset.’

The importance of being single
The R+1 has proved to be divisive, but 
Hughes is OK with that. ‘It’s fair to say 
the reception has been mixed. Some 
people have got it straight away, while 
for others it has been a definite no. We 
knew old-school, classic road cyclists 
wouldn’t get it, and that’s fine because 
the bike isn’t aimed at them. Yet while 
we won’t be ramming it down people’s 
throats, we do want to educate people 
as to the advantages of this bike design.’

He explains that doing away with 
the front mech meant Vielo could be 
creative around the bottom bracket: 
‘The down tube and BB junction are 
symmetrical.We made that area wider 
without the need for any complicated 
shaping to accommodate a second 
chainring. We could measure on the 
computer how much stiffer our design 
was laterally compared to the necessary 
tube shapes for 2x – it was around 32%.’

That advantage is carried through 
into the chainstays. To accommodate 
two chainrings as well as wide tyre 
clearances, driveside chainstays  
usually have to be tall and narrow. 

‘We could go the other way, making 
them short but wide,’ says Hughes. ‘This 
preserves the stiffness but introduces 
the possibility of vertical flex, which is 
facilitated by the kink in the chainstays.’

Without any dedicated suspension 
element, that flex will be subtle but 
Vielo’s tyre choice should augment the 
comfort of the frame considerably.

‘Normal riders, the type this bike is 
designed for, will find they are no slower 
with 30mm or even 32mm tyres, which 
is why we spec that size [maximum 
clearance is 34mm],’ says Hughes.

Likewise riders rarely need an out- 
and-out aero bike, which is why Vielo has 
made aero concessions without going 
full bore into that niche. ‘Most of the 
main tubes are kamm-tail, the seat tube 
curves around the wheel and the head 
tube is waisted – sculpted in between 
the bearing seats – but there’s so much 
hocus pocus with aero claims we’d rather 
not get into that bunfight,’ says Hughes.

With the R+1 joining the gravel V+1, 
Vielo seems to have all bases covered. 
Will that mean the death of N+1?

‘Mother Nature has met her match,’ reads the marketing 
bumpf. Bold words. We’d never bet against Mother in any 
brawl, even against Old Father Time, but Giordana has  
utilised an impressive fabric for its new Monsoon jacket,  
so it should put up a good fight.

The primary material is eVent, which is a micro-porous 
fabric a bit like Gore-Tex. The holes in the material are smaller 
than water particles from rain but larger than vapour particles 
from sweat, making eVent fully waterproof yet breathable. 
In fact, eVent claims it is more breathable than any other 
comparable material, as it is able to wick moisture away  
from the body the moment it is present, whereas others  
are said to be reliant on the water of sweat becoming  
vapour, leading to a clammy feeling. 

Such claims aside, the Monsoon certainly looks the 
business, with usefully positioned vents, a racy cut and 
comfortably finished sleeves. And when paired with the 
thermal-lined, water-repellent and windproof AV bibtights,  
it should see you through the grimmest of days, no sweat.

Giordana kit
Monsoon jacket, £249.99, AV bibtights, £149.99,  
yellow-limited.com
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